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Next-generation sequencing technologies (NGS) have revolutionized biological research by significantly increasing data generation while simultaneously decreasing the time to data output. For many ecologists and evolutionary biologists, the research
opportunities afforded by NGS are substantial; even for taxa lacking genomic resources, large-scale genome-level questions can
now be addressed, opening up many new avenues of research. While rapid and massive sequencing afforded by NGS increases the
scope and scale of many research objectives, whole genome sequencing is often unwarranted and unnecessarily complex for specific research questions. Recently developed targeted sequence enrichment, coupled with NGS, represents a beneficial strategy for
enhancing data generation to answer questions in ecology and evolutionary biology. This marriage of technologies offers researchers a simple method to isolate and analyze a few to hundreds, or even thousands, of genes or genomic regions from few to many
samples in a relatively efficient and effective manner. These strategies can be applied to questions at both the infra- and interspecific levels, including those involving parentage, gene flow, divergence, phylogenetics, reticulate evolution, and many more. Here
we provide a brief overview of targeted sequence enrichment, and emphasize the power of this technology to increase our ability
to address a wide range of questions of interest to ecologists and evolutionary biologists, particularly for those working with taxa
for which few genomic resources are available.
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Next-generation sequencing (NGS) technologies have rapidly become transformative in many areas of biology. The ability to generate massive amounts of sequence data quickly and
cheaply has been considered as revolutionary as the introduction of PCR, “with one’s imagination being the primary limitation to its use” (Metzker, 2010, p. 31). Recent reviews and
articles have focused not only on the types of NGS, but also
outlined some of their potential uses in arenas as diverse as genome sequencing (Weigel and Mott, 2009; Argout et al., 2011),
evolutionary genomics (Gilad et al., 2009), genomic ecology
(Hudson, 2008; Ekblom and Galindo, 2011), gene expression
(Wang et al., 2009; Grabherr et al., 2011; Ozsolak and Milos,
2011), epigenetics (Laird, 2010; Schmitz and Zhang, 2011),
functional genomics (Morozova and Marra, 2008), populationlevel analyses (Davey and Blaxter, 2010; Pool et al., 2010;
Bansal et al., 2011), crop breeding (Varshney et al., 2009), drug
discovery/development (Woollard et al., in press), cancer or
disease genetics (Schweiger et al., 2011; Shen et al., 2011), and
ancient DNA analyses (Wolinsky, 2010). NGS has greatly increased our ability to attain the previously unattainable, and this
newfound capability has been transformative for ecological and
evolutionary research, particularly for nonmodel systems that
lack extensive genomic resources (e.g., genome sequences, EST
libraries, BAC libraries). Freed from the previous constraints
imposed by absence of genomic resource, ecologists and evolutionary biologists interested in even the most obscure taxa can
begin to dream up powerful new experiments to enhance their
research objectives.
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This is not to suggest that all biological questions require
genome-scale data; in many cases, experimental objectives are
readily pursued by (1) targeting specific genes or genomic regions
rather than by surveying the entire genome or specific transcripts of interest and (2) improving sequencing depth of the
regions targeted, especially for complex genomes. But in many
situations, both infraspecific-level questions (e.g., phylogeography, gene flow, parentage) and interspecies-level questions
(e.g., divergence, phylogenetics, reticulate evolution) become
more effectively addressed using the relatively inexpensive,
high-throughput sequencing afforded by NGS, provided the sequencing is targeted to genes or regions of interest. Recent developments have led to several strategies that enable targeted
enrichment of genomic fractions specifically for NGS, each of
which have their own benefits and limitations (Baird et al.,
2008; Summerer, 2009; Mamanova et al., 2010; Elshire et al.,
2011). Here we provide a synopsis of how targeted genomic
enrichment coupled with NGS can create a powerful toolset for
a wide range of questions of interest to ecologists and evolutionary biologists and provide examples of the types of biological questions targeted sequence enrichment is well suited to
address.
TARGETED SEQUENCE ENRICHMENT:
CONCEPT AND TECHNOLOGIES
Targeted sequence enrichment refers to the suite of technologies
designed to isolate a specific genomic fraction (e.g., genes, molecular markers, larger genomic regions) for subsequent NGS,
ultimately resulting in an enriched pool of target sequences
such that there is overall reduction in the genomic sequencing
space, and hence greater sequence coverage for each targeted
region. Plant genomes tend to be large, containing many highly
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repetitive sequences, and thus many of the sequences returned
by randomly sheared and prepared whole-genome NGS libraries are derived from this interesting, but often nonpertinent
genomic fraction. The reduction in sequencing space offered by
target enrichment strategies confers three important advantages
over randomly sequencing the entire genome. First, by reducing the sequencing space required per sample, multiplexing of
samples becomes feasible, reducing the overall cost of sequencing per sample and thereby permitting more samples to be sequenced for the same cost. Second, by targeting only the fraction
of the genome that is either necessary (e.g., where a specific
number of genes is required for adequate genomic coverage) or
informative (e.g., genes of a specific pathway) for the biological question being addressed, the complexity of the analysis is
significantly reduced. Third, given the redundancy of plant genomes, which typically include myriad gene duplications, both
recent and ancient (Van de Peer et al., 2009; Jiao et al., 2011),
and the fact that all plants have experienced multiple rounds of
polyploidy (Jiao et al., 2011), the depth of sequencing afforded
by targeted NGS increases the possibility of identifying both
the precise region (orthologs) of interest and its paralogs in
population and infraspecific genomics assays.
Several technologies exist for target enrichment, which can
be classified by the mode of enrichment: (1) hybridizationbased sequence capture, (2) PCR-based amplification, and (3)
molecular inversion probe-based amplification. The merits of
each of these have been discussed in depth (Mamanova et al.,
2010) so need not be repeated here. Of the currently available
technologies, sequence capture has the advantage of being extraordinarily quick and simple, while remaining relatively inexpensive. While PCR amplification, multiplexed or uniplexed
and pooled prior to sequencing, is perhaps a more familiar and
comfortable method of target enrichment, it is time consuming
and laborious, as well as more expensive on a per-sequencegenerated basis. Molecular inversion probes (MIPS) circumvent some of the labor and expense associated with PCR
selection; however, MIPs still require experimental optimization, and it may not be possible to capture all targeted regions
under uniform conditions (Porreca et al., 2007; Krishnakumar
et al., 2008; Mamanova et al., 2010).
Sequence capture is a technology that permits the isolation of
targeted loci from the background of the entire genome. The scale
of the capture can range from several targeted loci to over a million target regions (Agilent, 2011; Mycroarray, 2011; NimbleGen,
2011), making it adaptable for both small-scale and large-scale
projects. Many protocols exist for hybridization-based sequence
capture. Some of these have been developed in such a way that
the entire protocol can be accomplished in a single standard
research laboratory, from probe design through sequence capture (Albert et al., 2007; Hodges et al., 2007; Okou et al., 2007;
Porreca et al., 2007; Gnirke et al., 2009; Ng et al., 2009; Turner
et al., 2009; Zheng et al., 2009). While many technological
alternatives are available for sequence capture, the two primary
approaches involve hybridization of samples either to microarrays or to solution-based, pooled RNA-baits, both of which are
complementary to the targeted genes. In both approaches, all
targeted sequences are captured in one hybridization reaction,
and, since samples can be multiplexed using appropriate barcoding of NGS adapters, the potential exists to capture thousands
of sequences simultaneously. All of these approaches have the
advantage of being inexpensive once established, yet may be
more expensive at the outset than, say, low coverage wholegenome shotgun sequencing, with respect to costs associated
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with necessary start-up materials and with troubleshooting.
Sequence capture solutions are also available through several
companies, who provide probe design and synthesis services
accompanied by a streamlined protocol suitable for laboratory
use (Agilent, 2011; Mycroarray, 2011; NimbleGen, 2011). These
have the added advantage of minimizing start-up trial and error,
and, consequently, both cost and time. As with any technique,
key elements must be taken into consideration when designing
sequence capture experiments, including (1) the number of targets and the mean depth of coverage needed for each target, (2)
the probe specificity, (3) the biological system studied, (4) the
expected enrichment efficiency, and (5) the NGS technology
used. As mentioned, sequence capture is fully scalable, making
it useful for experiments requiring few genes or genomic regions, as well as those involving entire exomes. There are several obvious tradeoffs required in experimental design, between,
for example, the total number of targets and depth of coverage
for any given amount of NGS sequencing; an increase in the
number of targets will require either more sequencing space or
will result in decreased sequencing coverage on a per target
basis. The mean coverage depth required will vary by target,
depending upon the specificity of the probe or probes used for
that target, the number of closely related sequences (orthologs
and paralogs) in the genome, and level of heterozygosity; both
probe characteristics (e.g., conserved domains vs. unique regions) and the biological system being studied (e.g., ploidy or
genome size) will affect the number of different copies represented in the enriched pool, each of which will occupy part of
the sequencing space. These factors, combined with the assumed enrichment efficiency (either calculated from prior captures or assumed from the literature) will determine the amount
of sequencing required and will influence the degree of multiplexing possible for the experiment. For example, if the required mean coverage depth per 1 kb target is 20×, the total
capture space required for that target is 20 kb. Given an assumed
capture efficiency of 60% (Hodges et al., 2007; Gnirke et al.,
2009; Hedges et al., 2011), the total sequencing effort required
for that target alone is ca. 33 kb, if it is single copy. If paralogs
or variant alleles are expected, this should be adjusted for each
additional sequence type.
The target probe design itself is similar to the design of microarray probes, for which there is much literature and software,
and as with microarrays, most users will turn to an established
company for probe design and bait synthesis. For those working on organisms that currently possess few genomic resources,
previously generated sequence data can be considered as targets for sequence capture. For those organisms for which no
appropriate data currently exists, data can be quickly and easily
generated through a variety of NGS strategies aimed at marker
development, including, and probably most usefully, RNA-seq.
By sequencing a single Illumina lane from one or more species,
a wealth of data can be generated for any organism from which
RNA can be obtained. For those whose taxon of choice cannot
supply adequate amounts of RNA (e.g., rare samples, herbarium samples), anonymous sequencing methods targeting mostly
euchromatic regions (e.g., genotyping by sequencing, GBS; see
below) can provide sequence from which baits can be designed.
A final consideration in preparing for sequence capture is the
type of NGS technology applied to the experiment. The newest
Roche-454 platform (GS FLX Titanium XL+) produces 700
megabases of sequence per plate (Roche-454, 2011), whereas
the newest Illumina platform (HiSEq. 2000) is capable of
producing significantly more at 300 gigabases per flow cell
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(Illumina, 2011); however, the read length produced by the GS
FLX is significantly longer than the HiSEq. 2000 (1000 bp vs.
100 bp). This creates a trade-off between sequence coverage per
target (or number of targets multiplexed) and the ease and accuracy of assembly; that is, while the amount of data produced
by the Illumina HiSEq. 2000 is significantly greater, it may prove
challenging, or in some cases nearly impossible, to accurately
assemble extremely similar sequences (e.g., close homoeologs
or paralogs) from such short reads.
APPLICATIONS
Ecological and evolutionary questions within species—
Ecological and evolutionary questions that rely on evaluating
population structure and diversity within species often have
been constrained by the extent and quality of the data that can
be applied to any given question. The ability to obtain extensive
nuclear sequence from large numbers of loci and organisms has
been referred to as the “Holy Grail in molecular ecology and
evolution” (Avise, 2010, p. 665). Sequence capture has the
unique ability to allow ecologists and evolutionary biologists to
quickly and easily evaluate sequence polymorphisms and divergence for hundreds, or even thousands, of genes, gene families,
and genomic regions, and apply those results to inferences of
parentage, gene flow, population divergence, phylogeography,
diversity, domestication and improvement, and many other questions. This massive increase in attainable data can be gathered
for any species, model or nonmodel, offering greatly enhanced
precision and, possibly insight, into biological questions.
One of the most widespread marker systems used today, for
a variety of applications, are microsatellite loci, which have a
long history of productive use in ecology and evolutionary biology, but which also require time and some degree of genomic
resources to develop for each species. In addition, locus number
often can be limiting, and polymorphism levels need to remain
below the threshold at which homoplasy becomes problematic.
Amplified (or restriction) fragment length polymorphism (AFLP
or RFLP) and sequence-specific amplified polymorphism
(SSAP) analyses have higher-throughput and have the potential
to capture a greater amount of polymorphism, but these tools
suffer from problems inherent in translating gel-based phenotypes into accurate genotypes. Sequence capture obviates these
problems while simultaneously providing access to thousands
of nucleotide level polymorphisms (Barbazuk et al., 2007; Gilad
et al., 2009; Shen et al., 2010). In addition, the nature of sequence capture is such that previously successful markers derived from lower-throughput technologies can be included in
the target enrichment design, while simultaneously allowing
new markers to be incorporated. This shifts the scale of population level analyses from gene to genome and the range of applicability from model to all species.
The application of large-scale sequence capture assays at the
population level promises to enhance plant molecular population
genetic (and now, population genomic) analyses of diversity,
phylogeography, gene flow, and any number of studies designed
to explore the genetic underpinnings of phenotypes in natural
settings and the forces that shape those phenotypes. Because
sequence capture generates nucleotide data sets as opposed to
gel-based phenotypes (as with microsatellites and AFLP analyses, for example), a large body of population genetic theory is
applicable, so statistical methods for approaching many questions will already be mature and readily applied. As an example,
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pioneering studies on plant domestication have demonstrated
that genes underlying traits that have experienced strong selection comprise a relatively small fraction of genes in the genome
and that these genes are often inferred from their exceptionally
low levels of genetic diversity (Wang et al., 1999; Tenaillon et al.,
2001, 2004). More generally, genes under directional selection,
such as those involved in domestication, are mainly detected
through three methods that rely on measures of nucleotide diversity (Wright and Gaut, 2005; Burger et al., 2008; Siol et al.,
2010): (1) the overall amount of nucleotide diversity (positive
selection leading to a reduction in nucleotide diversity), (2) the
frequency distribution of diversity, and (3) the patterns of linkage disequilibrium (LD). The use of targeted sequencing methods enhances all three of these important parameters that control
the power of inference provided by these methods: the number
of individuals sampled, which is increased with higher-order
multiplexing, the number of genes evaluated, and the improved power of estimating and locating higher LD regions
because of higher saturation of genomic coverage. Hence, the
broader and deeper sampling of nucleotide diversity afforded
by sequence capture increases the power of these and related
experiments.
It is worth noting that other methods are currently being adopted for high throughput marker discovery using NGS technologies, e.g., restriction-site-associated DNA (RAD) sequencing
(Baird et al., 2008) and genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS;
Elshire et al., 2011), both of which generate markers associated
with genomic restriction sites in an attempt to secure similar
genomic fractions from different species or accessions to screen
for polymorphic markers. Both of these techniques have some
of the advantages of sequence capture, i.e., utilization of the
low cost, high output nature of NGS and the richness that sequencing data provides; however, neither has the ability to significantly reduce the sequencing space that sequence capture
does. Recent research utilizing RAD sequencing or GBS initiated with over 1 million potential markers, which then were
reduced to only those that could be mapped to a single genomic
location and are polymorphic (Baird et al., 2008; Elshire et al.,
2011). While mapping is not strictly necessary and is not possible for taxa lacking robust maps or gene sequences, inferences
of orthology among the sequenced regions are most confidently
made when using a reference genome. This same logic holds
for sequence capture, but the focused targeting of genes simplifies the process of orthology inference.
Although currently there are few examples that have used
sequence capture, recent research in maize, wheat, and pine
have demonstrated the potential of the technology. One of the
first applications of sequence capture to a large, complex plant
genome was the resequencing of an ca. 2.3 Mb chromosomal
interval from maize, while in the same capture targeting 43 specific genes (Fu et al., 2010). This experiment was designed primarily to evaluate the utility of sequence capture in facilitating
resequencing of complex genomes; however, during the study,
more than 2500 SNPs were identified between the two maize
lines used. Briefly, NGS libraries from the maize lines B73 and
Mo17 were applied to a sequence capture array derived solely
from maize line B73. Target enrichment was successful for
80–98% of the targeted bases, facilitating the high level of
SNP identification reported. Furthermore, the authors note
that paralogous sequences were also present in the capture, an
added benefit to those interested in gene family characterization.
A recent paper in wheat also demonstrated the effectiveness
of sequence capture on evaluating diversity, this time between
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wild and domesticated accessions (Saintenac et al., 2011).
Because the wheat genome is even larger and more complex
than that of maize (10 Gb for tetraploid wheat and 16 Gb for
hexaploid wheat), resequencing of the wheat genome to evaluate diversity is simply not practical; thus, the authors employed
sequence capture to resequence a targeted 3.5 Mb region of exonic sequence from both wild and domesticated wheat genomes.
From the targeted region, the rate of target recovery ranged
from 79–88% in cultivated and wild wheat, respectively, and
~63% of targets were sufficiently covered in both wheat lines to
allow comparison between the two (Saintenac et al., 2011).
From the data generated, the authors identified more than 4000
SNPs distinguishing the wild and domesticated wheat lines;
over 14 000 SNPs distinguishing the component genomes of
wheat and shared between the lines; and 129 small-scale indels.
In addition, the authors were able to detect both copy number
variation and presence/absence variation. It is worth noting that
the baits used to facilitate enrichment in this experiment were
designed from only one homoeologous copy of each gene represented, yet the experiment captured the divergent homoeologs,
which attests to the ability of sequence capture to successfully
enrich for a given set of targets, even across divergent genomes.
As a final example, two association studies employing sequence capture using cross-species baits are currently underway in pine, with initial results promising success in both SNP
discovery and genetic trait association (Kirst et al., 2011). These
studies hold promise for improving breeding design in these
long-lived and economically important perennials.
Ecological and evolutionary questions among species and
higher taxa— Much of our understanding in evolution (e.g., the
evolution of a character, trait, behavior, genomic property, species relationships) relies on our ability to make meaningful
comparisons among species. This, in turn, is dependent on our
ability to generate data that are appropriate to the context of the
question. For many reasons, including complexities in both genomic and organismal-level histories, attempts to efficiently
recover orthologous loci with which to conduct interspecific
comparisons can be challenging. Early attempts at phylogenetics and interspecific comparisons on the molecular level sought
out genomic components that were, by their nature, less complicated to obtain and sequence (e.g., ITS, nuclear rDNA, chloroplast loci), but as a consequence, often less informative or
sometimes even misleading (Álvarez and Wendel, 2003; Small
et al., 2004). The nuclear genome is much preferred for resolving relationships, although it is not without complication (Doyle,
1992; Cronn et al., 2002; Small et al., 2004; Hughes et al., 2006;
Philippe et al., 2011).
Perhaps the most prohibitive complication in using nuclear
markers, which has impeded their adoption on a broad scale, is
the ability to generate useful data. Because nuclear DNA can
evolve rapidly, conserved primers for low-copy nuclear markers can be difficult to obtain due to the need for substantial existing sequence (e.g., EST sequence data) or wide comparisons
utilizing degenerate primers. The potential for any given nuclear locus to become unusable can be high, either due to the
inability to amplify it from all species or the level of sequence
divergence relative to the taxonomic question being addressed,
leading some to address the question of the best method for
obtaining phylogenetically useful nuclear markers (Xu et al.,
2004; Schlüter et al., 2005; Whittall et al., 2006; Álvarez et al.,
2008; Steele et al., 2008). The advent of sequence capture has
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largely surmounted the hurdles encountered in attempting to
generate large amounts of orthologous sequence data. Using
baits that target tens to thousands of genes, sequence capture
can enrich next-generation sequencing libraries for not only the
targeted loci, but also for any existing close paralogs that could
complicate subsequent analyses, if unwittingly excluded from
the sample. Since the capture baits used to enrich the sequencing
library may be used across taxa (at low levels of divergence), a
priori sequence information is required for only one taxon; this
can readily be obtained from existing sequencing information
or generated through analysis of cDNA libraries (Denoeud
et al., 2008; Nagalakshmi et al., 2008; Gibbons et al., 2009;
Hittinger et al., 2010). Importantly, because the use of capture
baits results in capture targets that are larger than the baits
themselves (due to extension of captured DNA fragments beyond both ends of the bait sequence), intron information is not
required a priori. Instead, in plants, where most introns are generally about the same size as exons, the intronic sequence for
each gene will be recovered even if the bait set is designed from
coding sequence alone. This key and important advantage of
sequence capture technology, i.e., the ability to recover target
sequence without any a priori knowledge, would have been unfathomable to those working with nonmodel systems (i.e., most
of us) until recently.
Even when employing nuclear-derived markers, resolving
questions regarding phylogenetic relationships is complex at
best, as they often are complicated by current and historical hybridization and introgression, cryptic polyploidy, unknown paralogy, and incomplete lineage sorting. The best methods for
resolving relationships, in light of these complications, is a topic of
great interest (Sang and Zhong, 2000; Barton, 2001; Holland et al.,
2004; Linder and Rieseberg, 2004; Degnan and Salter, 2005;
Nakhleh et al., 2005; Huson and Bryant, 2006; Maddison and
Knowles, 2006; Sanderson and McMahon, 2007; Holland et al.,
2008; Brito and Edwards, 2009; Degnan and Rosenberg, 2009;
Liu et al., 2009; Meng and Kubatko, 2009; Joly et al., 2009;
Burleigh et al., 2011; Griffin et al., 2011), and from these discussions, several aspects of sampling have been highlighted as
important. Because sequence capture is designed to facilitate
sequencing of large numbers of loci from many samples, issues
of sampling become lessened, presumably leading to improved
power for phylogenetic inference. Multiple loci typically are
required for phylogenetic reconstruction because any given
locus could have a history of complex evolution that leads to
contradictory gene and “species” trees. Likewise, taxonomic
sampling can have a significant effect on the inference of relationships due to phenomena such as long-branch attraction and
unexpectedly high infrataxon variation, for example. The traditional method of PCR followed by Sanger sequencing quickly
becomes laborious as taxa are added, especially when multiple
loci are used or when cloning is required, whereas the increase
in labor for sequence capture is minimal; each additional taxon
merely adds one additional sequencing library and one additional hybridization. In addition to these sampling considerations, unintentional sampling of paralogs as orthologs for one
or more taxa can significantly affect phylogenetic inferences;
here again, sequence capture can help minimize the problem by
easily acquiring both orthologs and close paralogs to those loci
targeted, in the process facilitating their discrimination.
It bears mention that the efficiency of sequence capture at
higher levels of divergence (e.g., among genera or families) has yet
to be evaluated in plants; however, cross-species sequence capture
has successfully been applied in mammals (Burbano et al., 2010;
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George et al., 2011), where the bulk of the sequence capture
literature currently resides. One might expect that both capture
efficiency and coverage should decrease as divergence increases, in a fashion similar to that observed in cross-species
microarrays (Bar-Or et al., 2007; Lu et al., 2009; Nazar et al.,
2010); however, given the large number of loci that can be included in probe design, it is likely that the dropout rate of useful
probes will be nonlinear, related to the degree of divergence
and hence variable among genes, and that because of this a subset of probes will prove useful at the level of the genus and perhaps above, for particularly slowly evolving genes. It is highly
likely that for most species, levels of genic divergence among
individuals and populations are low enough that sequence capture will be effective for most targeted genes. Exceptions include cases of rapid gene loss, although this would be discovered
by absence of target recovery.
Evolutionary (epi)genomics— Plant species that become
widely studied are not random; instead, economically (e.g.,
crop species) and ecologically (e.g., weedy or invasive species)
important species clearly attract preferential research attention.
As such, the identification and characterization of the underlying
genetic components of specific traits of economic importance
often is the research focus. Many methods exist for identifying
genes controlling traits of interest, including nucleotide diversity scans that detect bottlenecks in genetic diversity concomitant with natural selection or domestication (Doebley et al.,
2006; Gross and Olsen, 2010), which, as mentioned, can now
be facilitated through the coupling of sequence capture and
NGS. Other methods, including positional cloning and comparative differential expression analyses, may identify genes that
differ between taxa that exhibit the phenotypic differences under study. Of course, individual genes rarely act in isolation,
being instead components of integrated pathways and networks.
Thus, to understand all but the simplest of phenotypes, entire
pathways become focal points of interest. Sequence capture and
NGS, coupled with pathway information from related model
species, are well-suited to facilitate comparative pathway and
network analysis. By taking sequence information derived from
genomic resources such as EST collections and/or genomic sequence data, and comparing it to pathway information derived
from the Plant Metabolic Network database (Plant Metabolic
Network and TAIR, 2011), sequence capture baits can be designed for most known pathway members, which can then be
used on multiple related species, ultimately allowing for comparative pathway analysis. As an example, the flowering time
network in Gossypium is of agronomic interest because domesticated cottons are day-length neutral, whereas the wild forms
are photoperiod sensitive. The transformation to day-length
neutrality could involve any number of genes from the flowering time network, which have not been described for Gossypium. Using the Arabidopsis Metabolic Network (Plant Metabolic
Network and TAIR, 2011), cotton homologs to those described
in the Arabidopsis flowering time network were isolated from
cotton-specific EST libraries, and the resulting ESTs were used
to design sequence baits. Use of these baits may prove useful in
describing changes to the flowering time network in day-length
sensitive and day-length neutral cottons (C. Grover et al., unpublished data), at least at the genomic level. Just as the evolution of a gene is better understood in the context of the pathways
in which it is involved (Lu and Rausher, 2003; Rausher et al.,
2008), the evolution of a trait needs to incorporate understand-

ing of genic change at both the DNA and gene expression levels. Next-generation sequencing and RNA-seq have made data
acquisition for comparative transcriptomics routine, and the
coming years will likely see continued growth in the application of comparative transcriptomics to questions in ecology and
evolution.
One of the exciting frontiers in ecology and evolution is the
interaction between ecological and evolutionary properties and
heritable epigenetic marks (Richards and Wendel, 2011; Scoville
et al., 2011). It has become clear that gene expression is at least
partially controlled by heritable epigenetic marks, which accordingly become traits of interest themselves, traits that may also
be targeted through modified protocols of targeted sequence enrichment. In most eukaryotes, the interplay of epigenetic marks,
such as DNA methylation, covalent histone modifications, and
small RNAs, regulate chromatin conformation and genome expression (Henderson and Jacobsen, 2007; Zhang, 2008). Among
these epigenetic marks, DNA methylation is the most commonly
studied, historically detected using several complementary approaches, such as bisulfite sequencing, methylation-sensitive
restriction enzyme analysis, methyl-cytosine affinity or immunoprecipitation, and microarray technologies (Zhang, 2008). Similarly, histone modifications have also been evaluated through
chromatin immunoprecipitation followed by microarray analysis. Coupling epigenetic analysis with NGS has been of great
interest, with several strategies already outlined (Cokus et al.,
2008; Down et al., 2008; Park, 2008; Zhu, 2008; Laird, 2010;
Satterlee et al., 2010; Varley and Mitra, 2010), capture-based
sequencing among them (Hodges et al., 2009; Nautiyal et al.,
2010). As capture-based target enrichment is similar in principle to microarray technologies, any comparative analyses previously conducted using microarrays should be adaptable to a
sequence capture and NGS protocol, which will quickly produce high-resolution data for epigenetic analysis.
CONCLUSIONS AND PROSPECTS
The goals of evolutionary biology are to understand the history and diversity of life and the forces that shape this diversity.
The advent of sequence capture has opened up avenues of research that were, in the past, prohibitive for nonmodel taxa, and
that will increase the resolving power of many kinds of studies.
We now have the power to analyze, in detail and with high resolution, the population structure and dynamics of virtually any
species, allowing increased insight into questions concerning
parentage, gene flow, population divergence, phylogeography,
diversity, domestication and improvement, the detection of selection, and many other arenas. Likewise, the coupling of sequence capture and NGS will allow in-depth and detailed
assessments of phylogenetic relatedness, taxon or hybrid identification, instances of historical introgression, polyploid parentage, and so much more. Finally, the vastly enhanced power
of sequence capture technologies, relative to the more conventional “gene at a time” approaches, promises to yield new insights into many aspects of plant evolutionary and ecological
genomics, as well as controlling epigenetic marks. For those
fortunate few working on model organisms whose genome sequences have been available for years, the methodological advance of NGS and sequence capture has represented a significant
leap forward in technical capacity; for all others, however, who
study organisms with more limited genomic resources, this
technology is revolutionary.
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